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THE LEGENDARY DOMINATION NUMBER IN GRAPHS 
V.MOHANASELVI1        P.KAVITHA2 

Abstract— A dominating set D of a graph G = (V,E) is said to be a Legendary dominating set of G , if L(G) has a 
dominating set of cardinality D. The Legendary dominationnumber is the minimum cardinality taken over al 
Legendary domiunating set of G and is denoted by )G(leγ . In this paper, )G(leγ  are obtained for some standard 
graphs. 
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1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     
In this paper, G=(V,E) is a finite, undirected, simple, 

connected graph. In general the graph has p vertices and q edges. 

Terms not defined here are used in the sense of Harary[1]. The 

line graph of G, denoted L(G), is the graph with vertex set E(G), 

where vertices x and y are adjacent in L(G) iff edges x and y 

share a common vertex in G .This was introduced by Harary and 

Norman[3]  

 In [4], E. Sampathkumar introduced the con-

cept of global domination number as follows: A set is 

said to be global dominating set, if D is dominating set of G and 

. The global domination number  is the minimum cardi-

nality of a global dominating set of G. 

 For any real number x, x    denotes the largest integer 

less than or equal to x and x    denotes the smallest integer 

greater than or equal to x. 

 In this paper, we introduced the Legendary domination 

parameter by combining the concept of  domination both in graph  

and Line graph. The characteristics of this parameter was 

studided and its  exact value was found for some standard graphs 

say complete graph,complete bipartite graph, cycle graph, path 

graph, crown grap, comb graph, star graph, book graph, crown 

graph and helm graph. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2 MAIN RESULTS 
 
Definition 2.1 
 
A dominating set  of graph G=(V,E) is   

  said to be Legendary dominating set of G, if D is a  

dominating set of G and  . The Legendary domi 

nation number is the minimum cardinality taken 

 over all Legendary dominating sets of G and is de 

noted by  . 

Example:2.2 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For the graph G in figure 2.1 and L(G) in figure 2.2. The 

vertex set D1={ v1 }  and D2={w5} are the minimum dominating 

sets in G and L(G) respectively and hence   

 
Theorem 2.3 
 For any graph G, )()()( GGG len γγγ ≤≤  

Proof: 

 Since every Legendary  dominating set of G is a neigh-

borhood  dominating set of G, 

 we have )()( GG len γγ ≤   ... (1) 

Similarly, every neighborhood  dominating set of a 
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graph G being an vertex dominating set, we have 

)()( GG nγγ ≤      ... (2) 

Then the equations (1) and (2) proves the result. 

   

Theorem 2.4 
For the complete graph Kn, 
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Proof: 

 Let G be the complete graph Kn , n ≥ 3 

Case (i) n is even 

 In this case, the vertex set 







 ==

2
,......,3,2,1/2

niwS i is a minimum Legendary domi-

nating set of G and hence 
2

)( nGle =γ . 

Case (ii) n is odd 

 In this case, the vertex set 
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1,......,3,2,1/12

niwS i  is a minimum Legendary 

dominating set of G and hence 
2

1)( −
=

nGleγ
 

Theorem 2.5 

 For the complete bipartite graph 

1,,),min()(, ,, ≥= nmnmKK nmlenm γ  

Proof: 

 Let G be the complete bipartite graph Km,n, m,n ≥ 1 

Case (i) m ≤ n 

 In this case, the vertex set { }mwwwS ,......, 21=  is a 

minimum Legendary dominating set of G  and hence 

nmmGle ≤= ,)(γ  

Case (ii) m ≥ n 

 In this case, the vertex set { }2,....,, 2 mmm wwwS =  is 

a minimum Legendary dominating set of G and hence 

mnnGle ≤= ,)(γ  
Theorem 2.6 

 For the cycle graph 
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Proof: 

 Let G be the cycle graph Cn with n ≥ 3  

Case (i) n = 3 

 In this case, the vertex set { }1wS =  is a minimum 

Legendary dominating set of G and hence 1)( =Gleγ  

Case (ii) )3(mod0≡n  

 In this case, the vertex set 

{ }2741 ,........,, −= nwwwwS  is a minimum Legendary domi-

nating set of G and hence 1
3

1)( +
−

=
nGleγ

 

Case (iii) )3(mod1≡n  

 In this case, the vertex set 

{ }1741 ,........,, −= nwwwwS  is a minimum Legendary domi-

nating set of G and hence 1
3

2)( +
−

=
nGleγ

 

 
Case (iv) )3(mod2≡n  

 In this case, the vertex set 

{ }nwwwwS ,........,, 741=  is a minimum Legendary dominat-

ing set of G and hence 1
3

3)( +
−

=
nGleγ

 
Theorem 2.7 

 For path graph 2,
2

)(, ≥



= nnPP nlen γ  

Proof: 

 Let G be the path graph Pn with n ≥ 2 

Case (i) )2(mod0≡n  

 In this case, the vertex set 







 == − 2

,.....,3,2,1/12
niwS i is a minimum Legendary dom-

inating set of G and hence 
2

)( nGle =γ  
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Case (ii) )2(mod1≡n  

 In this case, the vertex set 







 −

==
2

1,.....,3,2,1/2
niwS i is a minimum Legendary 

dominating set of G and hence 
2

1)( −
=

nGleγ
 

Theorem 2.8 

 For the Crown graph 3,)(, ≥=++ nnCC nlen γ  

Proof: 

 Let G be a crown graph +
nC  with at least 6 vertices. Let 

{ } )(,...., 221 GVvvv n ∈ from this vertex{ }nvvv ,...., 21 has the 

maximum degree in G and of same degree. Then the vertex set 

{ }nvvvS ,....,, 21=  forms a Legendary dominating set of G and 

hence 

nSGle =≤)(γ                                            …….(1) 

 Let S se the leγ  - set of G. The dominating set in L(G) 

must contain n adjacent vertices in L(G) and    hence         

                                .…..(2) 

Then from equations (1) and (2), we have , for n 3. 

Theorem 2.9 

    For the comb graph 2,)(, ≥=++ nnPP nlen γ  

Proof: 

 Let G be a comb graph +
nP  with at least 2 vertices. Let 

{ } )(,...., 221 GVvvv n ∈ from this vertex {v1,vn} has the same 

degree and { }132 ,...., −nvvv has the maximum degree in G and 

of same degree. Then the vertex set { }nvvvS ,....,, 21=  forms a 

Legendary dominating set of G and hence 

 nSGle =≤)(γ                              …………….(1) 

 Let S se the leγ  - set of G. The dominating set in L(G) 

must contain n adjacent vertices in L(G). 

Hence                                        …..(2) 

Then from equations (1) and (2), we have , for n 3. 

Theorem 2.10 

 For the star graph 1,1)(, ,1,1 ≥= nKK nlen γ  

Proof: 

 Let G be a star graph K1,n with at least 2 vertices . Let 

{ } )(,....,, 221 GVvvvv n ∈  . Let )(GVv∈  has the maximum 

degree. Then the vertex set { }vS =  forms a Legendary dominat-

ing set of G and hence 

1)( =≤ SGleγ                            …………….(1) 

 Let S se the leγ  - set of G. The dominating set in L(G) 

must contain only one vertex in L(G). 

   Hence                                 ………….…..(2) 

 

Then from equations (1) and (2), we have , for n 1. 

Theorem 2.11 

 For the book graph 1,1, ≥+= nnB len γ  

Proof:  

Let G be a book graph Bn , n ≥ 1. The vertex set 







 ==

3
,..3,2,1/, 31

niwwS i is a Legendary dominating set 

with minimum cardinality of G, since the vertex induced subgraph 

SW / is adjacent vertices of W. Hence 1,1 ≥+= nnleγ  

Theorem 2.12 

 For the wheel graph 3,1
3

)(, ≥+



= nnWW nlen γ  

Proof: 

 Let G be a wheel graph ,nW  n ≥ 3 

Case (i) )3(mod0≡n  

 In this case, the vertex set 







 == − 3

,......,3,2,1/23
niwS i   is a Legendary dominating set with minimum cardinality of G and 

hence 
3

)( nGle =γ  
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Case(ii) )3(mod1≡n  

 In this case, the vertex set 

{ }3,
3

1,......,3,2,1/ 113 ≥∪






 −

== +− nwniwS ni  is a 

Legendary dominating set with minimum cardinality of G and 

hence 
3

1)( −
=

nGleγ  

Case (iii) )3(mod2≡n  

In this case, the vertex set 

{ }3
3

2,......,3,2,1/ ,213 ≥∪






 −

== − nwniwS ni  is a Leg-

endary dominating set with minimum cardinality of G and hence 

3
2)( −

=
nGleγ

 
Theorem 2.13 

 For the Helm graph 

3,)(, ≥= nnHH nlen γ  

Proof:  

 Let G be a helm graph nH ,n ≥ 3. Let 

{ } )(,...., 221 GVvvv n ∈ from this vertex{ }nvvv ,...., 21 has the 

maximum degree in G and of same degree. Then the vertex set 

{ }nvvvS ,....,, 21=  forms a Legendary dominating set of G and 

hence 

 nSGle =≤)(γ                              …………….(1) 

 Let S se the leγ  - set of G. The dominating set in L(G) 

must contain n adjacent vertices in L(G). 

    Hence                                    …..(2) 

Then from equations (1) and (2), we have , for n 3. 

 
1. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we found the exact values of Legendary domi-

nation number for complete graph, complete bipartite graph, 

wheel graph, star graph, book graph, crown graph, helm graph, 

comb graph. 
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